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1. TNTROIXJCTION 
Let us consider the evolution problem 
(P) 
u, = Au + q(x) un when x E RN, t E (0, T) (1) 
4x3 0) =4x) when x E RN. (2) 
Here n> 1, O-C T< +oo and uO, q are continuous and nonnegative 
functions from RN to R, N 2 1. Equation (1) has been used as a model for 
several physical problems, as for instance, heat conduction with sources 
that depend both on temperature and position. 
It is well known that, in general, problem (P) has no global solution [3]. 
On the other hand, Kalashnikov [2] has shown that whenever 
~,(~)>,a>0 in R for some constant a, and q(x) -+ +oo as 1x1 + co, no 
local solution of (P) exists such that u(x, t) 2 a > 0, i.e., there is no T > 0 
such that (P) has a solution u(x, t) 2 a. Kalashnikov’s analysis does not 
allow to ascertain wether this nonexistence result is due to the condition 
u0 > a > 0, to the unbounded growth of q(x) at infinity, or both. 
In this article we attempt to get insight into the relationship between 
local and global solvability in the first hand, and the behaviour at infinity 
of q(x) and u,(x) on the other. We first obtain necessary conditions for 
local solvability that depend on the behaviour of (u,(x))” ~ ’ q(x) for large 
x. For instance, no solution of (P) exists (however small T> 0 can be) if 
(u,(x))“-’ q(x) -+ +co as Ix1 -+ 00. Actually, this can happen when 
U,,(X) + 0 or q(x) + 0, which completes the result in [2]. 
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When q= 1 and N(n - 1) < 2, it is known (cf. [ 11) that (P) has no 
global nontrivial solution. We generalize this result to show that existence 
of global non trivial solutions requires at the same time a suitable 
behaviour of q(x) at infinity and, as for local solvability, adequate 
hypothesis on (u,(x))“-’ q(x). Thus, for example, no global solution of (P) 
exists if lim(u,(x))“-’ q(x)[x/* = +co. Similar results under different 
circumstances can be found in [3, Theorem 4.11. 
Finally, we give sufficient conditions for local and global solvability that 
show that our necessary conditions are almost optimal. 
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
To begin with, let us state some terminology. We say that u = U(X, t) is a 
solution of (P) in (0, T) if u E C( [O, T): L&,(R)) and satisfies (1) and (2) in 
the sense of distributions. For n> 1 we define n’ by the equality 
(l/n) + (l/n’) = 1. Finally, for any real r we set r + = max(r, 0). 
We then have 
that u is a solution of (P) on (0, T). Then, 
(3) 
(ii) Zf u is a global solution of (P), then for any II/ as above 
(j #,a) 6n (j$J”‘( j ;--;?y (4) 
Proof: (4) follows from (3) by minimizing with respect to T>O on the 
right-hand side of (3). To show this, we remark that, as u solves (P) in 
(0, T), for any cp E CF( [0, T] x W”) with cp > 0, cp( T) = 0, one has 
whence 
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Now using that sup az,O(ra - a”) = ((n - 1 )/n”‘) r”‘, it follows that 
i 
(-a-&I”; 
(q(P)“‘- 1 ’ 
(5) 
We next take + E C,(RN) 
Changing variables t = zT we 
and set qo(x, t) = (1 - (t/T))“’ +9(x) in (5). 
then get 
whence(3),since ((n'/T)I(r-(l-%)d~)+6(n'/T)rC/+(-dl/l)+. 
Remark 1. It follows from the results in [l] that (5) is actually a 
necessary and sufficient condition for (P) to have a solution in (0, T). 
Remark 2. Global solvability of (P) cannot be obtained, in general, 
even if u. and q are compactly supported. Actually, one always has 
u(x, t) 2 c%,,(x), where ed’uo solves U, = du, u(0) = uo. If (P) has a global 
solution 4% t), using (4) with I/E C,“(RN) such that 
supp ti = 1.x: q(x) 2 tllsll o3 ) we get 
for some constant c. By shifting the origin of times, it then follows that 
s u(t,, x)It/(x) dx< c for any t,>O 
whence 
I 
ed’uo$<cc +a, vt, > 0. 
This condition forces u. to be small enough. For instance, not every com- 
pactly supported u. can do. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let q(x)~ C(IWN), q(x)>O. Then 
(i) If(P) has a solution on (0, T), one has 
1 
,f,“t $$ (u,(x))“- 14(x) d (n _ 1) T’ (6) 
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(ii) If (P) has u global solution, two con~t~ts et, c2 depending on N 
and n exist such that 
(7) 
ProoJ: Let q E C$‘(R) be such that supp q c [l, 23. We shall denote also 
by q the function given by q( 1x1). Here k will denote the constant such that 
--dq < kq, q as before. For fixed A> 0 we use (3) with e(x) = q(x/A). This 
yields 
+ @ ,:1”” k (j .--&on’~ 
We then divide both sides by (f ~/q~‘-‘)“~’ and let I + co to get (6). 
To derive (8), we keep 1,5(x) as before and use (4) to get 
f 
nk n ‘In 
go(x) Jl(x) dx CT ;1*n in 
On the other hand, 
whence 
inf u,(x)(q(x))“‘-’ I~I*/(~-‘)<44nk~“~ 
b-4 > 1 
which yields (8). 
Let us now take g(x) = 1 when 1x1 G 1, q(x) = 0 when IX/ 3 2, q > 0 and 
q E C,“(R). Setting JI =&X/A) in (4), we have that: 
for some k = k(n, N) > 0. Now write 
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Then our previous inequality reads 
A2d/rl 
(J 
,x, < 1 U,(Y) dY d w24Pn’ U-P) -f(W”. 
Take now I, > 0 such that jlX, < >. z+,(y) dy > f j uO( y) dy when Ia A,,, and 
put up =f(2”A) with p = 1, 2,.... 
One has 
Therefore 
(J ) 
n 
22P”‘J2”, c u 
0 
< U1 + nln’ _ Ul + n/n’ = U” 
P+l P p+1-$7 
whence 
(J 1 
n 
upa”” c 240 . 
22n’p _ 22li 
p- 1 ’ 
and finally, 
f( 2PIz) 2 Cl (2P12)2”“” (I 1 u. 
which gives (7). 
Remark 3. It follows from (6) that whenever 
,*l’ym @o(W-’ 4(x) = +a 
no solution of (P) exists, even locally. 
Remark 4. If q(x) - (xlr as (xl s 0, we deduce from (7) that no global 
solution of (P) exists unless ci < N(n - 1) - 2. 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
Let us recall that the solution to the problem 
u,=du+f 
u(0) = uo 
is given by 
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u(t) = edruO + edcrwS)f(s) ds, 
243 
where 
e%(x) = J]pp (47~t)-~‘* exp ( -v) u(v) dy. 
Next we consider the sequence 
u1 = edruO 
s I Ui+l = edruO + ed(‘-“(qu;)(s) ds, 0 
where u. E C(RN) satisfies the natural assumption 
5 
e -r’x’2~o(~) dx < +CC for some r > 0 (9) 
RN 
which ensures the existence of edtUO and the sequence {ui} in (0, T) for 
some T > 0. We then have the following sufficient condition. 
LEMMA 1. Let T< +oo and u. be such that (9) holds. Assume also that 
u2(x, t)<( 1 +q)“’ uI(x, t) a.e. when (x, t)ERNx(O, T). (10) 
Then problem (P) has a solution u in (0, T) such that 
n 
Mb-U 
n-l ’ 
in RN x (0, T). (11) 
Proof: We first remark that the sequence (ui} is increasig in i, as can be 
easily seen by induction. Take now 2 > 0; then, if ui < Au, we have that 
s 
f 
ui+ 1 =u1+ e”“-“‘(qu;)(s) ds 9 u1 + d”(u, - ul). 
0 
Therefore, we get ui+ r <Au, provided that 
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As sup2 ,0 (((A- 1)/n”) + 1) = ((n - l)“- l/n”) + 1 is achieved at 
II = n/(n - 1) we deduce from (10) that (ui) converges to a function u 
satisfying (1 1 ), and since the convergence is monotone, we also have 
s I u(t) = eAtUO + edf’+sf(qzf)(s) ds. 0 
Using again (1 1 ), we conclude that u is a classical solution of (P) in (0, T). 
Remark 5. The proof still holds when q depends also on t. On the 
other hand, it follows from (11) that u is as regular as uo, q, n enable it to 
be. For instance, if n is any positive integer, and uo, q belongs to Cm(lR”), 
then M E C~(R”x{O, 7’1). 
To deduce from (10) a condition on uo, we introduce the assumption 
there are r 3 0 and k > 0 such that 
flx~Y,~ruo(y)dy~kr~Ne”Suo(x), Vr>O, VXEIR~. (12) 
We then have 
~O~S~ION 4. Assume that (12) holds. Then, if u$- ‘q is boarded, there 
is a solution to (P) in (0, T), where T satisfies: 
where C depends only on N and n. 
Proof Write C, = (n - I)“- ’ n-“. Then (10) reads 
s 
, 
e”(‘-s)(q(e“suo)“) ds < Cne“‘uo, Vt E (0, T). 
0 
We now remark that 
1 ’ eAtUo = - 
I t 0 
eA(r--s)(edsuo) ds 2 i 
s 
I 
To 
edct- “I( eAsuo) ds 
when t E (0, T), we conclude that (10) will hold provided that 
which in particular is satisfied if 
(eAruo);-’ <+, Vt E (0, T). (13) 
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Now we have 
1 
I 
m re -9141 
=oN/2 o ztN/2+l 
Using (12) we get 
1 
ed’UdX) G (dn)“,’ 
rN + 1, - (r2/4r) + rr* 
ztN/2 + 1 
As t E (0, T), this implies 
Therefore (13) is satisfied if we take T such that 
kT’/‘“- I’(4 Nf leW- (l/4)r2& < 2c;/‘n- l)(&)N/2 
whence the result follows after changing variables in the integral above. 
Remark 6. Hypothesis (12) requires the behaviour at infinity of u. and 
ed’UO to be similar. This in particular discards compactly supported data. 
Actually, the existence of a local solution, as well as its lifetime are deter- 
mined by the behaviour of (edruo)“-lq. To see this, remark that, since (13) 
implies (lo), there is a solution in (0, 7’) if 
Tll(ed’uo)“p ‘(~1 dx)llLm(R~x(O, T)) < 
(n- l)n-1 
nn ’ 
On the other hand, if a solution in (0, T) exists we have 
(T-t) ,Jimm inf(ed’uo)“-l(x) q(x) <A, Vt E [O, T]. (14) 
Estimate (14) comes from Remark 2 and Proposition 2(i), with u. replaced 
by edrUg. 
Remark 7. By means of the argument in Remark 2, one can see that a 
local solution bounds above the terms of the sequence {ui} defined in 
Lemma 1 (ul < u because q(x) 2 0). In particular, one then has 
I 
t 
ed(r-s){q(edsuo)n} ds < +co. 
0 
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When u,, & 0 this implies that q(y) grows at most as em~y~Z for some nt > 0. 
More precisely, a condition on q for a local solution to exist is given by 
PROPOSITION 5. Let uo, q be radial (i.e., depending only on [xl). Assume 
that there exists q E C2(lR+xR+), I> sup(n - 1, 1) and co > 0 such that 
(i) ~~20, -q,-A~20 on RN x (0, T), 
(ii) (J~ql/t~-x+~)(s) (p(n/pn+lV(l--n+l)(S, 
t)s N- ‘ds 
) 
2(/-n+ 1) 
ds 
X l(n+l)-2(n--I) 
N- ‘cp(s,d > 
n-1 < C,q’(r 1 dry t) 
).Z(N- 1)(/-n+ 1) 
> VtE [O, T], Vr>O. (15) 
Then there exists k > 0 depending only on n and 1 such that if 
lim sup log”(‘)’ < + co. 
IYI-~ Y2 
Using the previous remark we see that this growth allows for local 
existence for suitable u & 0. For instance, if q(x) = emx2 and 
uo(x) = e-(4”‘)x2, then 
e~‘UO(X)=C(t+T)-We-~2/4(~+~) 
and (14) holds provided that 4(n - 1) > mz. 
We next give another kind of condition ensuring (local and global) 
existence for (P), 
s RN 
z&(x) ‘p’-‘(1x1, T)dx<kc,“(“-‘) 
then (P) has a solution in (0, T). 
From Proposition 5 on we shall use the same notation for f: R + x R + + R 
and for the function f: RN x R+ -+ R defined as f(lxl, t). Assumption 15(ii) 
enables us to use 
LEMMA 2. Let m E [ 1,3) and @, !P be two measurable functions such 
that: 
(i) Vr < co, j; d@(s)< +cc and F(r)=j;,(Yy(~)~“~-~) 
(@(~)(‘-“‘)‘(~-‘@ds< +KI, 
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(ii) There exists c > 0 such that 
(F(r)y-m (sp -&)(m-1~‘2<c’(r)(@(r))2-~. vr>o. 
Then, for any UE C’(W+) such that Em,, oD ~(r)(F(r))(~-~)‘~ =0 we have 
s om(~(~))n+l Y(s) ds < i;z);;:l;i (jam (u(s))’ Q(s) ds > 
cm- I)/2 
X 
(J 
$ (u’(s))* O(s) ds). 
Proof Let k 3 m > 1. Then by HGlder 
J O” (u(s))‘“+’ Y(s) ds 0 
< (J om (U(s))k+’ (Y - W ~)/(~-l~~(m-k)/(m-ll))(S)~)(m-I)~ck-~) 
X (u(s))~ G(s) ds)(k - m)l(k ~ I). 
Let F(r) as in Lemma 2(i). Then integration by parts gives: 
J m Uk+I(S)(yY(k--l)/(m-l)~(m-k)l(m-l))(S)dS 0 
=(k+l)Jom uk(s) F(s)( -u’(s)) ds 
provided that lim, _ co u k+ ‘(r) F(r) = 0, which will be satisfied by a value of 
k to be determined presently. We next use again Hijlder to get 
J O” uk(s) F(s)( -u’(s)) ds 0 
112 00 l/2 
< (1 O” d”(s) F2(s) @-l(s) wa2 Qi(s) ds 0 > (1 o > 
and 
u(r) = jm ( -u’(s)) ds < ( Scu -&)li2 . (1: (u’(s))~ G(s) ds)li2. 
I r 
505/68/2-8 
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Writing now Use = uk+ ‘. ukpl and coupling both 
s O” uk+ l(s) F(s) ds 0 
inequalities above yields 
(s) F*(S) w’(s) ( jsm -&)‘* - l)‘* d() “* 
X 
U 
,I (u’(s))* Q(s) ds)“+1”4. 
Using now the inequality F*(s)(j$ dz/@(z))‘k-‘)‘2 < c@(s) F(s) (of Lem- 
ma 2(ii)), we obtain 
s 
O” (u(s))~+’ F(s) ds,<c(k+ l)* (,” (u’(s))* e(s) ds)‘k+1”2 
0 0 
We then go back to first Holder inequality, to get 
I O” (u(s))~+’ Y(s) ds 0 
6(k+ 1) 2(m-l)/(k-1) c(m-l)/(k-1) 
0 
om (u,(s))2 I ds)(k+ ‘)(m- ‘)/*(k- 1) 
X 
(I 
om (u(s))* Q(s) ds)‘k-“““-l’. 
Now Lemma 2 follows by taking k = (m + 1)/(3 -m). 
Proof of Proposition 5. By a result of [ 11, (P) has a solution on (0, T) 
if and only if VT> 0, V{ E X,, 
s 
n-l T 
uo(x) 8x, T) dx <n’ n ss 
(“- “)“’ (x, t) dx dt, 
RN 0 RN (q<)“‘-1 
(16) 
where 
XT= 5 ( there exists h(x, t) defined in RN x (0, T) 
which is positive, radial, and bounded, and such that 
5(x, t)=J:JRNexp( -~)i(t-s)Nlih(y,s)dyds}. 
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Define I’ by (l/1) + (l/r’) = 1. Then using Holder 
l/I’ 
X (5(x, U)” cpk T) dx . 
Now (16) follows from the following estimate: 
There exists M such that, for any l E X,, 
where M = (n - 1)/c@“, cO as in the statement of the Proposition. 
To get (17), we take 5 EX~ and set w= (<,- d<)“‘/(q<)“‘-‘. Then we 
have 
5, -At = d’“‘(q#‘“. 
Multiplying this by <“- ‘q and integrating over RN yields 
As 5 E X,, all of their derivatives decrease rapidly, and we are allowed to 
integrate by parts 
We then obtain 
= 
I 
wll”‘(q(yl” (y-Q& 
RN 
(18) 
Recalling that -40~ - Aqo 20 and using Holder on the right-hand side 
above yields 
1 I’ 
7 
I 
0 > f 
z;r ; 
4(1’ - 1) 
r2 I (J 
Ivp( * cp 
RN > 
l/n’ 
(j 
> 
Iln 
W 
RN RNqt 
n(l’- I)+ 1 n cp . 
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We now apply Lemma 2 with 
ul(l4)=q(x) @(x, t)lxlN-’ 
@(lxl)=dx, olXrl 
u( 1x1) = ,y2(x, t) 
m++l’-l)+l). 
It is easy to check that the assumptions in the Lemma are met, since 
l> n - 1 and Nm = (2(n - 1)/l) + 1. We then obtain 
whence 
and Young’s inequality now gives 
4(1’ - 1) 
< 7 
I f 
\V<“‘212 cp + ac”“” (j w)(, q’ 
for some constanta depending only on 1 and n. It then follows from (18) 
that 
i.e., 
Integrating this between (0, T) yields (17) with M = ad/‘“-I’, since 
c(x, 0) = 0. This concludes the proof. 
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COROLLARY. Let iV> 3, q(x) < (1 + Ix()~, IE R, where a, 1 are such that 
cr<N(n-l)-2, 1>1 ifnE(l,2) 
a < (N- 2)(n - l), I>n--1 ifncz[2,oc,). 
Set p = sup(0, (a + 2) I/(n - 1) -N). A ssume that uO(x) = u,( 1x1) > 0 and 
there exists c1 > 0 satisfying 
s IWN Mx))’ (1 + I-4”) dx <CI. (19) 
Then there is a global solution of (P). 
Proof: It s&ices to show the result for q(x) = (1 + 1x1)“. Take y d 0. We 
want to apply Proposition 5 with 
cp(r, t) = cp(r) = ry for r 2 1. 
We extend cp to OX+ as to get (PE C*(R’) and -dq 20 in { 1x1 d l}. To 
meet (15) it suffices to have y>2-N, 
-Acp>O, O” 
I 
ds 
<+a 
r s N-‘q$& t) 
and 
2(1-n+ 1) 
( 
crl+y(nl-n+ 1) 
l-n+1 
+N 
) 
+(2-N-y)(n- 1) 
<al+y(l(n+ 1)-2(n- 1))+2(N- 1)(1-n- 1) 
for some I > sup( 1, n - 1). The inequality above reads 
(a+2)1+(n-1)(1-l)y<N(n-1). 
Therefore, if we choose /3 = (1 - I) y and select a suitable c,, existence con- 
ditions in Proposition 5 are fulfilled for any T and any Q(X) satisfying (19) 
with p < p. Note that conditions on 1, /I read 
(a+2)1<N(n-l)+/?(n-1) 
O<B<(N-2)(1-l), l>sup(l, n- l), 
i.e., 
<P<(N-2)(1-l), 
which can certainly be met under our current assumptions on a. 
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Remark 8. No regularity assumption on u,, or q are required in 
Proposition 5 or its corollary. 
Remark 9. It follows from the Corollary that necessary conditions (7) 
and (8) in Proposition 2 are “almost” sufficient. To wit, assume, for 
instance, 
t+,(x) = klxl’ for 1x1 > 1, q(x) = 1 + 1~1~. 
Then (7) and (8) read 
a<N(n- 1)-2, 6(n-l)+cl+2<0 
while it follows from the Corollary that, whenever n E (1,2) and 
a<N(n-1)-2, 6(n- l)+a+2<0, 
(P) has a global solution if k is small enough. 
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